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Digital Payments Optimisation

Today many corporates use multiple finance and treasury systems with inefficient and complex processes across multiple banks. This can result in high costs, limitations in 
improving customer experience and inefficient use of working capital.

Deloitte Digital Payments Optimisation is a service offering dedicated to assisting corporate clients with an evaluation of payments and banking performance from the lenses of cost 
base and customer experience leading to the implementation of changes for improved outcomes. 
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Next Steps 

Digital corporate payments diagnostics (Typically 4-5 week engagement) 
Assess corporate finance and treasury functions using the Deloitte tools and 
accelerators for cost saving, business growth and risk management opportunities.  

Opportunities implementation for benefit realisation
Structured implementation planning of digital payments change cases to 
improve the cost base, customer experience and risk management.
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Payments Opportunities for Optimising the Finance and Treasury Functions   

Corporates use a wide range of payment capabilities often resulting in a complex finance and treasury landscape. Some of the key challenges corporates facing today are as follows: 

Challenges

Deloitte – Payments Optimisation Frameworks and Tools 
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ProcessProcess

Finance processes 
optimisation with payments 

Finance processes 
optimisation with payments 

Treasury processes 
optimisation with payments

Treasury processes 
optimisation with payments

TechnologyTechnology

POS  Transformation
(Point of Sale)

POS  Transformation
(Point of Sale)

Payments optimisation with instant 
payments – NPP 

Payments optimisation with instant 
payments – NPP 

Banking Connectivity transformation with 
ISO20022

Banking Connectivity transformation with 
ISO20022

Risk & Controls Risk & Controls 

Payments Controls review Payments Controls review 

Payments regulatory compliancePayments regulatory compliance

CostsCosts

Payments pricing optimisation Payments pricing optimisation 

Payments terms and discounts 
optimisation 

Payments terms and discounts 
optimisation 

Remove complexity in the accounts payable and receivable processes and apply best practices 
for process digitisation, simplification and consolidation – up to 25% cost savings

Drive down working capital costs and increase free cash flow by applying early payment discounts 
and payment terms effectively based on customer’s credit risk profile and compliance metrics

Reduce operational, financial and compliance risks through reviewing and testing the effectiveness 
of the controls in the payments processes

Manual and duplicative processes 

Multiple legacy systems and solutions Limited reporting and analytics 

Higher payments and banking costs 

Poor customer experience

Complex integration with banks and systems 

Transform point-of-sale capabilities for providing simple and frictionless customer experience 
and also integrate POS with back-office for efficient operations and customer service.

Create better experience, cost reduction, efficiency and risk management opportunities based on 
New Payment Platform capabilities - 24/7 real-time money transfer, data rich & simple addressing

Remove complexity and improve efficiency by implementing the ISO20022 message standard for 
electronic payments data interchange i.e. API’s for domestic and international payments.

Simplify treasury management processes using the latest technologies – real-time payments 
and data allows better treasury analytics and reduced cost of capital

Proactively addressing non-compliance risks by applying a compliance review framework based 
on payment process, regulatory obligations mapping to identify, analyse and remediate issues.

Process automation tools and robots 
Methodology and tools to identify finance 
processes suitable for automation based on 
evaluation criteria

Reduce payment/banking service fees by negotiating for better pricing, routing payments in cost-
effective manner and exploration of low-cost payment alternatives

Process maturity models 
Used to evaluate the current and the desired 
future state process level of maturity

Payments terms diagnostic tool
Diagnostic tool to optimise payments pricing, 
terms and discounts

KPI’s and Benchmarks
Metrics to support the measuring and tracking of 
performance

Process taxonomy and modelling 
Outlines the end-to-end processes at all levels of 
detail – covers all major industry verticals using 
the BPMN tools such as ARIS 

Instant payments opportunity framework
Real-time payments opportunity framework for 
treasury and finance function improvements via 
New Payments Platform (NPP) capabilities


